[EEG correlates of the change in information processing strategy in visual imagery].
Cnanger of the spatial organization of biopotentials (spatial synchronization and disorder, spectral power and coherence) were analyzed during mental creating of visual images from two simple elements: the angle the oblique line. With the transition from the first to the fourth task, the total number of used elements increased from the number suitable for simultaneous presentation and conscious processing (less than 7 +/- 2) to a much higher number. Changes in the characteristics of the spatial organization of biopotentials associated with the increase in the number of the elements can be explained by a change in the information processing strategy, transformation of information processing strategy, i.e. the transition from the left-hemispheric successive (conscious) analyses to the right-hemispheric simultaneous (unconscious) processing. It was shown that this change in the information processing strategy was accompanied by an increase in the index of spatial disorder sensitive to complicated nonlinear processes. Subjects were divided in two groups with different forms of the reorganization of interhemispheric and fronto-occipital relationships of biopotentials. These data are interpreted in terms of different involvement of the unconscious intellectual processes of different layers (subconsciousness and superconsciousness) in the change in information processing strategy.